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Abstract- H.264/SVC has been widely adopted to smart CE devices for network-adaptive video transmission. However, current
H.264/SVC does not support sufficiently high subjective QoS
(Quality of Service) because its scalability methods provide only
coarse-grained network adaptivity. To address this problem, we
propose Scalable ROI (SROI) algorithm that applies ROI (Region of Interests) concept to SVC (Scalable Video Codec). While
existing methods use fixed size of enhancement layers, our method utilizes only ROI area as an enhancement layer so that it
can improve subjective QoS with low transmission overhead.
Through some experiments, we show that our method can increase PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) by 4~5 dB in ROI
areas.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the wireless network, network bandwidth and error rate
are frequently changed because of user’s mobility and dynamic channel condition. This can be a critical problem to video
streaming applications because video data is generally very
sensitive to delay and error. In this reason, video codecs need
to be more network-friendly and should have adaptive bit-rate
functions [1]. To address these issues, ITU-T and ISO/IEC
MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) have published
H.264/SVC (Scalable Video Codec) draft. The main feature of
H.264/SVC is to provide bandwidth-optimized transmission
for video streaming by observing current network condition
[2]. That is, encoded video data can be selectively transmitted
according to the type of the contents and network condition
using bitstream extractor. To support scalable quality,
H.264/SVC uses CGS (Coarse Grain Scalability), MGS (Medium Grain Scalability) and FGS (Fine Grain Scalability) methods, which generate one base layer and several enhancement
layers. Then each enhancement layer can be transmitted additionally as current available bandwidth increases. In other
words, using those methods, we can obtain better objective
quality, which is expressed by SNR (Signal Noise Rate), when
the network condition is enough good to accommodate the
enhancement layers. However, the problem is that existing
methods have too high computing complexity to provide fine
grained scalability. With coarse-grained scalability, the video
quality is fluctuated easily by network dynamics, so it would
be difficult to obtain high video quality stably.
In this paper, we propose Scalable ROI (SROI) algorithm,
which can support fine-grained scalability with low computing
complexity so that we can achieve better video quality. Note
that most users are more sensitive to subjective quality rather
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than objective quality, and most video frames contain interesting area that is related to subjective quality. The interesting
area is so-called ROI (Region of Interests), which has been
already used in surveillance systems and medical image
processing areas [3].
To increase subjective quality, ROIs should have higher
quality than the rest of ROIs. By ROI coding, we can provide
different levels of quality within one frame and extract higher
level of quality for ROI regions. In this manner, the size of
enhancement layers can be reduced leading to fine-grained
scalability. As a result, a client would feel better subjective
quality even though the network condition is unstable.
II. SCALABLE ROI ALGORITHM
In this section, we explain our Scalable ROI algorithm in detail. First, ROI area should be determined. Since ROI detection algorithm has been already proposed in the literature [3],
this paper simply assumes that the center of a frame has higher
priority than the marginal area. Then, our algorithm generates
slice groups according to the ROI priority as shown in Fig. 1
(left up). ROI-based encoding can be realized using FMO
(Flexible Macroblock Ordering) Type 2. It is used to mark
rectangular areas (i.e. ROI) in each frame [4] [5].

Fig. 1 Scalable ROI structure

Second, Scalable ROI_Extractor periodically analyzes current network condition using the interval between acknowledgements (ACKs). And then, it calculates available network
bandwidth, quality layer (only for enhancement layer), quality
coefficient, and ROI area.
Finally, the enhancement layers are generated according to
the available network bandwidth. Our SROI algorithm has
three methods for making Scalable ROI Layer as shown in Fig.
1 (right). The first method (Sr0) is to use no ROI coding for
the case of high network bandwidth. The second method (Sr1)
stacks the enhancement layers only for ROI regions. The third
method (Sr2) uses wider ROI regions, but has smaller number
of enhancement layers than the second (Sr1).
To select the best method, our SROI algorithm performs the
following analysis using layer information and parameters
described in Table 1.
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Fig. 2 PSNR comparison between traditionall and proposed methods
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The formula (1) means that the bitrates of noon-ROI layer and
ROI layer are not above the available networkk bandwidth. The
C coefficient implies objective quality in eachh layer, and it has
the maximum value when the first method (Sr
Sr0) is used. The c
coefficient means the level of MGS quality for the second or
third method. Finally, the c coefficient is deetermined by (2),
(3) and (4).
TABLE I
OPERTIES
UNITS FOR SCALABLE ROI ALGORITHM PRO
Symbol
Quantity
Bw()
Available network bandwidth
BR()
Bit-rate
Wp()
Whole picture of quality parametter
Sr()
ROI picture of quality parameter
f()
Count of quality flag
Ext()
Extractor of quality scalability
m
Number of non-ROI layers
j
Number of ROI layers
id
Content ID

(b) Proposed method

(a) Traditional method
Fig. 3 Comparison of decoded images

The Fig. 3(b) shows more enhan
nced quality for ROI area
(white dotted box) than Fig. 3(a) by
y our SROI algorithm. On
the contrary, the top right area arou
und the man’s hand of Fig.
2(b) is fainter than that of Fig. 3(a)). This is because the purpose of Sr2 method is to enhance su
ubjective quality with small
number of enhancement layers.
USION
IV. CONCLU
This paper proposes Scalable ROI algorithm considering users' region of interests in various areas on frames. The traditional coarse-grained method cannott provide high video quality when network condition is unstab
ble. On the other hand, our
algorithm can support high subjective quality with finegrained scalability by applying ROII method to scalable video
codec (H.264/SVC). The proposed algorithm
a
can be practically utilized in surveillance camera systems because surveillance
camera videos usually have less mottion and obvious ROI.

III. EXPERIMENT
We use JSVM 9.13 for the encoding and deecoding processor
[6], and implement our Scalable ROI algoriithm into the bitstream extractor. H.264/SVC video data is exxtracted with scalable quality based on the bitrates using our bitstream extractor.
Then, the bitstream extractor determines whiich SROI method
should be used among the three methods (Srr0~Sr2) explained
in the previous section. Fig.2 shows the staandard crew content’s (CIF size) PSNR (Peak Signal Noisee Rate) using the
JSVM 9.13 encoder/decoder with MGS methhod. And then, the
bitstream extractor extracts the encoded datta at 900Kbps of
bitrate. In this experiment, our SROI algorrithm selects the
third method (Sr2) for Scalable ROI layer. Figg. 2 shows PSNR
comparison between traditional and propossed methods, and
we can confirm that ROI areas have higher PSNR than nonROI areas for all frames in the case of the prooposed method.
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